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The Deluxe Double Brushed Cotton Flannel 3 Piece Sheet Set 
includes a flat sheet, fitted sheet, and face rest cover. Flannel 
massage sheets are lightweight and perfect for your table 
year round, providing a perfect balance between comfy and 
cozy. These high quality flannel sheets are double brushed 
for extra softness and made with 100% cotton, making it 
easier to get lotion, creams, and oil stains out. Flannel sheets 
will take the chill off and make it easier to provide a deep, 
relaxing experience for your clients.

STANDARD FEATURES:
• Set includes a flat sheet, fitted sheet and face rest cover
• 4.5 oz Flannel 
• 100% cotton 
• Fitted sheet fits up to a 33”W x 73”L x 7”H massage table cushion 

Wash your flannel sheets in cold water on the gentle cycle. Washing them on gentle is extremely important because this cycle uses less 
motion causing less friction. Add one cup of white vinegar to the rinse cycle (no detergent). Adding vinegar will allow the fiber to expand 
that makes them soft, which helps to preserve the color keeping them from fading and looking dingy over time.

*If using a front loading machine, use the extra water setting. Tumble dry on warm or medium heat on a gentle setting or remove covers 
from dryer when they are slightly damp. Don’t use dryer sheets, as this can cause undue friction that causes the flannel to pill over time.

Washing Instructions: 

SHT SET 3pc

Standard Set:
SHT SET 3pc - Deluxe Double Brushed Cotton Flannel 3 Piece Sheet Set
Flat Sheet: 61”W x 100”L 
Fitted Sheet 33”W x 73”L x 7”H 
Face Rest Cover: fits all standard size face rest pillows 
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Cotton Flannel Sheets
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